Transducing Protease Activity into DNA Output for Developing Smart Bionanosensors.
DNA can process information through sequence-based reorganization but cannot typically receive input information from most biological processes and translate that into DNA compatible language. Coupling DNA to a substrate responsive to biological events can address this limitation. A two-component sensor incorporating a chimeric peptide-DNA substrate is evaluated here as a protease-to-DNA signal convertor which transduces protease activity through DNA gates that discriminate between different input proteases. Acceptor dye-labeled peptide-DNAs are assembled onto semiconductor quantum dot (QD) donors as the input gate. Addition of trypsin or chymotrypsin cleaves their cognate peptide sequence altering the efficiency of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) with the QD and frees a DNA output which interacts with a tetrahedral output gate. Downstream output gate rearrangement results in FRET sensitization of a new acceptor dye. Following characterization of component assembly and optimization of individual steps, sensor ability to discriminate between the two proteases is confirmed along with effects from joint interactions where potential for cross-talk is highest. Processing multiple bits of information for a sensing outcome provides more confidence than relying on a single change especially for the discrimination between different targets. Coupling other substrates to DNA that respond similarly could help target other types of enzymes.